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Executive Summary

The Polaris Slingshot Undefinable campaign is an

advertising plan to differentiate this brand amongst other

vehicles. Currently, the Polaris Slingshot lacks brand

awareness and faces a controversy on whether it’s

classified as a motorcycle or a car. This campaign will hit

home for those people who possess a craving for

adventure. Our Undefinable campaign is going to increase

awareness among “Young Achievers” from 26% to 70%,

strongly position the vehicle as an image of individuality

and character, and to start a viral campaign that will bring

the related internet hashtags from 0 to 100,000,000 uses

by March 1, 2016. This could greatly increase the number

of knowledgeable consumers on Polaris.

The primary target market for our campaign are

those folks in Generation X. Their psychographics include

being “Wired for Success” and “Young Achievers”. This

generation is highly educated, balanced, active, and very

family oriented. They reside amongst big cities such as

Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Austin, Denver,

Miami, and New York.

The new tagline, “Be Undefined” sends out a

positive message to draw in the consumer who is looking

for a unique ride. This tagline turns one of the main

problems which is, definition of the Polaris Slingshot as a

car or a motorcycle, into a strength. Our ads will show that

the definition is in your hands, that the consumer has the

power to control their own fate. Also, we plan to keep the

colors consistent within the original Polaris Slingshot

vehicles, red and black.



The tactics chosen will be Monday Night Football,

The Voice, Grey’s Anatomy, SNL, The Amazing Race, cell

phone apps, events, YouTube promotional videos,

advertisements on bus stops, taxi tops, benches,

billboards, and print ads in Autoweek magazine, and

Cycle World magazine. Majority of our budget is going into

television and out of home advertising because this is

where to reach our target market of Generation X.

Production costs are 10 percent of the total budget.

This campaign will be the most successful for the

Polaris Slingshot because it implements individualism and

gives advantages that other advertisements do not. How

consumers define their Polaris Slingshot is in their hands.

By using a catchy phrase with a powerful meaning behind

it, the brand will develop a unique image and draw in

consumers.
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Industry Information

History of the Motorcycle

In 1861, a French bicycle maker Pierre Michaux

and his sons Ernest and Henri fitted a bicycle with cranks

and pedals, creating the first prototype for the motorcycle,

a velocipede. The contraption was an immediate success.

A few years later in 1868, Michaux, working with L.G.

Perreaux patented a steam-powered motorcycle engine, a

velo-a-vapeur. Around the same time Sylvester Howard

Roper developed a similar invention in the United States.

("Motorcycle", 1999)

In 1879, an Italian inventor, Giuseppe Munigotti

patented the first gas-burning internal combustion fourstroke engine. During the same time, two German

inventors, Dr. Nicolaus Otto and Eugen Langen,

developed a four-stroke stationary engine that would run

on coal gas. Another inventor took the invention even

further, by developing an engine that could run on

benzene. ("Motorcycle", 1999)



Over the next 30 years, many different inventors

improved upon the motorcycle engine. In 1901, a Swedish

immigrant, Carl Hedstrom, developed the first modern

motorcycle ("Motorcycle", 1999). The motorcycle

“represented a first step from the bicycle to the

automobile” ("Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts", 2015). In

the early 1900s, there were more than 100 companies

manufacturing motorcycles, including Harley-Davidson,

Indian, Orient, Excelsior, Cyclone, Henderson, and Marsh.

By 1915, some of the models being produced to could

reach speeds exceeding 100 mph. However, in 1913,

when Henry Ford introduced the mass produced Model-T

at $500, many motorcycle manufacturers could no longer

compete. By 1953, Harley-Davidson was the last producer

left. ("Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts", 2015)

During the early 1970s, around the time of the

OPEC oil embargo, motorcycles became a popular choice

for commuters. Consumers wanted an inexpensive and

reliable bike, most of which came out of Japan. By 1973,

sales of motorcycles reached an all-time high of 1.5

million. By 1983, Harley-Davidson sought tariff protection,

as the company was almost bankrupt due to poor quality

and inefficient production. ("Motorcycles, Bicycles, and

Parts", 2015)
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Industry Information (Continued)



Throughout the United States there are



approximately 26 companies operating in the All Other

Transportation Equipment Manufacturing Industry, NAICS

code 336999. This industry is defined as being comprised

of establishments that are primarily engaged in the

manufacturing of transportation equipment that is not

elsewhere defined. Such equipment includes specialty

vehicles and all-terrain vehicles for military, industrial, and

agricultural purposes; recreational vehicles, such as

snowmobiles, water jet-ski, golf carts, and recreational all

terrain vehicles. ("Transportation Equipment, Not

Elsewhere Classified", n.d.)

According to ReferenceUSA, Polaris Industries

identifies itself as having primary activities in this industry

("ReferenceUSA", n.d.). However, for the manufacturing

and production of the Polaris Slingshot, Polaris Industries

expands into and competes with other companies in the

Motorcycle, Bike &amp; Parts Manufacturing Industry, NAICS

code 33699A. This industry consists of businesses that

manufacture motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles, or tricycles.

It also includes businesses that manufacture equipment

and parts for these vehicles. (Ulama, 2015)



Currently there are approximately 409 businesses

operating in the Motorcycle, Bike &amp; Parts Manufacturing

Industry (Ulama, 2015). Of those 406 businesses, four

have been identified as being major motorcycle brands:

Harley-Davidson, Honda Motor Co. Ltd., Yamaha, and

Polaris Industries. The image below shows the

percentage of the market that each competitor held in the

year 2010.



("Market share of major motorcycle manufacturers - U.S. 2010 | Statistic", 2010)
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Industry Information (Continued)



In the United States, motorcycles are commonly

recognized as a two- or three-wheeled powered vehicle

designed for on-road, off-road, or dual-purpose (on and

off-road) use; currently no universal or official definition

exists (Morris, 2009). Both on-road and dual-purpose

motorcycles must meet federal and state certification

standards and be registered for use on public roadways

(Morris, 2009). Regulation within the industry has been

very light for well over a decade and has been limited to

general government-mandated standards regarding

safety, fuel consumption and pollution control (Ulama,

2015). The National Highway traffic Safety Administration

enforces many of these regulations and vehicles must

comply with applicable Federal Motor Vehicle Safety

Standards (FMVSS) (Ulama, 2015). As there is no

universal standard, street-legal motorcycles are often

grouped into one of twelve common motorcycle types as

listed in the image on the next page.



Over the past five years, the industry has seen a

slow growth in revenue. A large part of this is due to the

aging baby boomer population that has in-turn lowered the

demand for industry products. Survey data collected on

motorcycle owner demographics by the Motorcycle

Industry Council revealed a shift in the median age of

owners from 27.1 years in 1985 to 41.0 years in 2003.

The percentage of owners ages 40 to 49 years increased

from 13.2 to 27.9 percent while the percentage of owners

age 50 and up increased from 8.1 to 25.1. (Morris, 2009)



("Motorcycle Trends in the United States", 2009)
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Industry Information (Continued)



("Motorcycle Trends in the United States", 2009)
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Industry Information (Continued)

Over the time from 2009 to 2015, revenue grew at

an annualized 2.0% most of which resulted from the postrecessionary lows from 2010. In 2015, revenue is

expected to grow a mere 0.7%, the small growth is due to

the rising import competition and weak domestic demand

that has forced manufacturers to relocate abroad and

focus efforts on emerging markets. (Ulama, 2015)

During the year 2014, consumers purchased

approximately 484,000 motorcycles, reflecting a 3.8

percent increase in total U.S. motorcycle sales over the

previous year. According to data collected in 2012, the

majority of motorcycle enthusiasts reside in California, in

which there are about 790,000 registered motorcycles.

("Topic: Motorcycle Industry in the U.S.", n.d.) The graph

below and the graph to the left depict the number of

motorcycles sold in 2014 and the number of registered

motorcycles by state.



("Leading states based on motorcycle registrations - U.S. 2012 | Statistic", n.d.)



The industry is highly sensitive to swings in disposable income

due to the fact that motorcycles and bicycles are considered

discretionary products used for leisure and recreation. Rising

disposable income and greater confidence in the economy will

contribute to moderate growth in sales. The upward trends in

disposable income and consumer confidence have been offset

by diminishing domestic demand for motorcycles. As

mentioned previously, the largest customer groups demand

dwindles due to reduced physical capabilities and higher risks

associated with motorcycles. Unfortunately motorcycle

manufacturers have not been able to capture new customer

segments, such as women, millennials and minority groups, to

help offset the decline in demand from traditional markets.

(Ulama, 2015)
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Client Background

Polaris Industries Inc. was founded in 1954 and

started in business building snowmobiles to help farmers

and utility workers to get to difficult areas in the winter.

The company continued to improve upon the snowmobile

until 1984 when it introduced the first Polaris all terrain

vehicle, the Trail Boss. In the 1990’s, Polaris created its

own motorcycle, the Victory and continued to be “The

Way Out” for fifty years (Polaris History and Heritage,

2015).

Polaris operates in the US, with its headquarters being

located in Medina, Minnesota, but it also distributes in

Europe and Canada. As of 2014, Polaris has 25 models of

snowmobiles, 20 models of motorcycles, and some small

vehicles. There are no purely Polaris dealerships; instead,

Polaris products are sold through “a network of

approximately 1,750 independent dealers in North

America, through 22 subsidiaries and approximately 85

distributors in over 100 countries outside of North

America” (Polaris Industries Inc. MarketLine Company

Profile, 2015).



While Polaris was a farming machine and

snowmobile company, the company decided to try to

appeal to other audiences by trying to make it seem fun to

ride such a device in the winter for unnecessary purposes.

Many people didn’t know what a snowmobile was and had

the misconception that it produced snow, so company

president Edgar Hetteen did a cross country snowmobile

trip that lead to internal issues that resulted in Edgar

leaving the company and his brother Allen taking charge

of the company (Polaris Industries Inc., 2015).

The company grew rapidly in the 1960s and lead to

the company being sold to Textron Incorporated in 1968.

After the sale of the company, Polaris became known for

their snowmobiles and gained recognition as a company,

which lead to sponsoring race teams throughout multiple

types of races. After the death of one racer, Polaris

decided to sponsor modified racing programs such as hill

climbs, stock and modified oval racing, snow and grass

drag racing, and cross country endurance racing to test

the limit of Polaris machines in a safer environment than

before and to appeal to the customers (Polaris Industries

Inc., 2015).
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